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ICe HOCkeY
  MAY AndeRSOn

I kinda wish they sold merch of your face
I would pay a dollar ninety nine for an 
enamel pin of your nose
In Utah once—don’t ask—I watched an ice hockey game 
I loved the clear fever of the crowd
The brightness of the shouts, the sweat and dedication in the stands
At the the kiosk after I bought a big Coke 
and the woman behind the counter convinced me to buy a key ring
to commemorate the bloodied defeat.
I think it’s okay to want that, 
to wish for some dull token of your face in my palm, 
to finger some cold pin that would declare your ear, 
to find a way to have a piece of you I could keep
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FAiRYLiGHTS
ReMi GRAVeS

 
we’re decorating the bedroom, you 

outstretched like the arms of a clock, tiptoed
on the stool—your body in the balance 

as you stuff light into every corner
you hammer a trembling nail into the wall 

offer somewhere for the light to rest 
make it promise to stay   suspended, fixed.

I’m on the corner of the bed, detang-
ling the thread of fairy lights at your feet

that have agreed themselves into a neat halo 
like they heard us last night whispering into
the dark between us and the dark inside us,

wondering how to make soft out of hard 
without breaking—and the hammer still goes 

kissing the nail with every blow. 

COnTACT
  ReMI GRAVeS

We push           the mist 
of ourselves into the backs
of necks, the crease of ears
in lamp kissed       darkness
shapes more solid than shadow
           arise out of bed sheets,
offer us a marionette
play of the work we do
under the cover of each other.
Searching for our hearts
     in the bodies of others.
We are surgeons to all past lovers,
breaking breastplates with blunt kisses
tonguing              the centre
for a taste of ourselves.
Shelter in the dip of a hip,
a nose pressed into a left pit
damp bodies the shape of all 
that was wished, forbidden

You, arched at the desk of
my back push and fold
out old ways of being.
who knew a body could 
be used to parse a life. 
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eVeRYWHeRe
  OLU niYi-AWOSUSi

Silence tells me secretly, everything - Let the Sunshine In, H.A.I.R.

The first time I remember hearing music that wasn't there I must have been 
around six years old. It was a rendition of an orchestral piece I'd heard for 
the first time at school: Flight of the Bumblebee. Given my area—suburban 
but downtrodden—I was definitely more likely to be imagining it. A man who 
played a viola did move in briefly, close to my mother's shops, but the clarity 
of the sound that day hit me like a slap around the face.

The notes of the imaginary piece struck me then as they did the first time I 
heard it. I was transported.

In Everywhere, there's a rumour that the bottom of the deepest pit connects to 
the top of the highest peak. At the top of the bottom of Everything you can be 
granted a wish. It's the only wish that will ever come true, in the purest sense. 
You must do nothing to receive it other than be there.

The first time I remember sound cutting both ways between fear and awe was 
a sleepless night when I couldn't have been much older than seven. I watched 
a cat tread footsteps in untouched snow and knew all the world around me 
was dead, and whether that was for a moment or forever wasn't mine to 
know. Silence is holy for a reason.

-

I'd like to say I was seventeen when the world ended for the first time, but a 
decade later I'm no longer sure that's true. I might have been twelve, a packet 
of ibuprofen deep and lying on my bedroom floor, waiting to die. I might have 
been younger.
 
The world ended, and I was elsewhere. I stood in the sky, above an expanse. I 
looked around the elsewhere and saw that everything was different. I saw that 
the difference was good, and called it Everywhere.

Everywhere stretches from Here to There. Here is lush, verdant, green, segueing 
into buildings that sparkle white-tan-cream in the effervescence of the sun.  
There has its dusk, its dust and its gaping hole that seems to go on forever, 

peeling off // lua barbosa
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Predictably, I failed. I remember my statistics teacher losing her temper with 
me. I'd sat in a room with a laptop for hours and produced nothing. Her anger 
splashed against my mind, disappearing into a fine mist.

There is separated from no man's land by the electric fence. Its electrified 
grid stretches up into the sky further than the eye can see. It is guarded by a 
secretary. She doesn't need to do anything to keep people out, but you know. 
Just in case.
 
I was seventeen the day I saw the devil for the first time. He spoke through my 
mouth with a scream louder than I knew possible. But possibility was ripe that 
day: I scared my mother to tears. An improbable feat.

How could I drive this woman to tears when she'd ignored the angst of the last 
few years? Many immigrants' children will tell you that any sign of nascent 
trouble or turmoil is 'waywardness' to their parents.

I was polite, got good grades, spoke only when told to and didn't hang around 
with the bad kids until I did. This period of my life was 'wayward', sure, but it 
was also terrifying. Unlike many, I would wish it on my worst enemy. The deep 
core fright of knowing you are walking haphazardly into traffic and it seems 
safer, kinder, better to walk out into it and just end? It would make a lot of 
people a lot more sympathetic to others if they survived it.

So yes, I walked the slackline between wanting to die and wanting to live my 
life to the fullest, given a very narrow definition of what that fullness meant, 
and the limited ways in which to live that out. I'm surprised by myself that, as 
a teenager, it didn't mean sex.

The list included:

- Walking home at eleven pm, on a school night! That was beautiful. I'd 
walk through the largest graveyard of my hometown, under the mellow 
moon of that summer, a pseudo-shortcut lit mostly by lunar light. I'd cast 
unguarded smiles at anyone else who happened to walk this way on the 
clear, hot nights.

- The joy of not doing homework had waned as the years passed; the 
sweet pain of the keen edge of teacher's wrath felt different in college; 

down, down, down, into the abyss. Here and There are bridged by a barren no 
man's land: Nowhere. Everywhere is on the other side of every pain I've ever 
experienced in this world. I've brought traces of each back and forth so many 
times I'm unsure what originated where.

I'm getting ahead of myself.

When I took the painkillers, I wanted to sink. I wanted oblivion, to have silence 
claim me and for everything to be still. When I tried to jump out of the window, 
I wanted to fly. Fly up and away, and to be with the sun.
 
Am I making myself clear?

I stopped feeling in colour the moment I started taking the medication. I can 
feel it curling round the edges of the door it's trapped behind sometimes—a 
skipped night of sleep here, a line of something there—the lilac air of a different 
world. The door has been slammed shut so many times that it's splintered the 
frame. Now it's stuck.

Still, would I change anything? On the other side of that door are many things. 
The only man I've ever truly loved. All the worst things I've ever experienced, in 
this life and any that might precede or follow it.

Those who have never visited Everywhere struggle to understand. They struggle 
to understand the draw of Here, of the white sandy shores and the still lakes and 
hot, hot sun. They struggle to understand the fear of There, of the Bottomless Pit 
and the constant silence. Most of all they fail to understand how No Man's Land 
feels like no refuge, how the stasis between states can be as painful and fraught 
as falling headlong into the Pit without a rope.
  
The first time I ever had an experience I could point to as Not Right—louder 
than the school bell and truer than any piece of predicate logic—was in high 
school.

I stopped being able to hear anything anyone was saying for a day. When I 
say 'hear', I could definitely tell things were being said. In my memory mouths 
move but no meaning is discernible. I tried to do statistics coursework and 
my revision classes in amongst the slurry of incomprehensible nonsense. 

everywhere // olu niyi-awosusi
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too sharp. I substituted it quickly for the guilt of sleeping in and missing both 
my lessons and the life-giving ESA payments that would've winged my way.

- I dabbled in shoplifting. At first I picked things to make myself prettier, pretty 
things as teenage people socialised as girls are wont to do. Soon I expanded 
into books and vitamins, determined to grow from the inside what I'd been 
missing all along.

- I experimented with loitering. In Luton there is nothing for aimless youth to 
do between the hours of six and twelve besides spend your money in ASDA or 
McDonalds, or drive your car in endless circles between college, park, ASDA, 
college, ASDA, park, if you are so lucky as to have one.

- I ate little but chocolate and drank little but cheap cans of energy drink from 
corner shops. I dressed exuberantly, in the short skirts of youth.

So the day the devil spoke through my mouth was a surprise to everyone but 
myself.

-

My mother uncharacteristically sought out shelter, solace, even help, 
and found their cousins in the Luton and Dunstable hospital. I fought 
crash mats and climbed tables. The table stands out in my memory 
as out of place, though a wooden table with a drawer is no more out 
of place in a hospital than a person screaming for help.

After I screamed I was sedated. After I was sedated I sat for a while 
in a chair with my head in my hands, and the paramedics consoled 
my mother. It was the medication taking effect. They took me to a 
different hospital, and I slept.
 
No man's land is teeming with the lost and betrayed, but few of them 
linger. The ones who stay the longest have three things; a bone to pick 
with us; the squirming insides of those who have known torment; and 
less and less connection with what those around them would consider 
the real world. On a clear night you can hear screams and silence at 
the same time.

everywhere // olu niyi-awosusi no background // lua barbosa
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where do you go 
to write a body—
                             bones dislocated by the audacious
                             flesh pink rubber on the tip
                                                                                     of the world’s pencil
                                                                                     skin pushed into meaning
always and only ever meaning.
lynched on the pin of a semantic field 
                                                                                    you never were asked to pick.

where do you go
to wright a body?
                              when you would rather not
                              speak of the dismembered and re-membered flesh
                                                                               
                                                                                 floating about in your head.

where do you go
to right a body wronged—
                                   bend it into being
                                   lazarise it out of signifying,
                                                                                        out of the aching invisible 

 into light.

12 teeth and flowers // holly graham

UnTiTLed
  ReMi GRAVeS
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One
Narrow

and
Flimsy
Grasp

still from 'one narrow and flimsy grasp' // zhuanxu xu
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still from 'one narrow and flimsy grasp' // zhuanxu xu
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One Narrow and Flimsy Grasp is a short film 
discussing a mother's compulsory connection 
with the normative roles of maternity, being 
a housewife, and caring labour within the 
domestic sphere.

It investigates family relations, shared 
attitudes and intricacies, as well as the power 
relations, individual struggles, and conflicts of 
interest these roles create. 

It signifies an antagonistic disposition towards 
a claimed universal womanness, the sex and 
gender binary system, and the colonial (cis-)
heteropatriarchal regime. 

It is a documentary that twirls around the social 
becoming, representing the commencement 
of the journey approaching a practical kinship.

https://www.xuzhuanxu.com/?p=1293

still from 'one narrow and flimsy grasp' // zhuanxu xu
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Last night I thought of you
Our two late dates
Your height and largeness
Your recipes
Your distain for sad pasta
Sandwiched between work and more work
Your hesitation
Your softness
And the way you surprised me
With your words
With your tongue
Bracing and unwinding
A coil inside me.

Sad pasta made me smile
Stayed with me,
Limp and gelatinous in the pan.
Pre-grated parmesan an afterthought.

You said,
I had a really nice time last night.

You said,
We talk about food too much.
You seem busy.

Tonight it rained and I cooked Thai green curry,
Slowly.

a study for blackphagy // yhuri cruz

SAd PASTA
  HOLLY GRAHAM
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You look all right on the face of you.
But there’s part of you locked up in your inside.

Hardened and suspended in sweet sap.
 

It’s funny that.
Zipped up in a skin like that,

Held together’n’that,
By healthy flesh,
Smooth and tan.

Sometimes flushed.
 

You often sit serious and aloof.
Occasionally you smile at a joke,

Usually your own,
Secret punchline.

 
I smile back too,
Trying to get in.

 
Today when I come, I see you first from outdoors.

Two handprints and a small pink O
Pressed up against your ground floor window.

Warm spit on cool glass.
Sliding and bubbling across the smooth surface,

Guided by vibrating tongue and lips.
Your insides seeping out.

They’re laughing at your photo.
It’s funny.
They’re right.

Your teeth
Bright white
Are floating in space.
A lopsided crescent moon 
In starless sky.

The orange flowers of your patterned shirt
Leap out too,
Strange and disembodied, 
Like your smile. 

Where is the rest of you?

Hidden amongst the speckled grain
Beneath chemical sheen of photo-paper.
A flecked velvet cloak 
Of dancing lights
Like TV static
Creeps around you thick and fast.
It’s warm and it prickles. 

You just need someone to up the exposure.
To throw that melanin skin you’re in
Into sharp relief. 
Blue black against grey black,
Maroons and indigos, 
Yellow highlights amongst 
Dusky tones, 
Nostalgic magenta filter if you like. 
It’s murky in there after all. 

But let’s see you.

kOdAk
 HOLLY GRAHAM

RASPBeRRieS  HOLLY GRAHAM
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POWERPLAY featured eight artists, all working within digital media moving image 

and technology. The works discuss the use of technology in creating a sense of identity 

and place within the digitalised world, and the artists in the exhibition look at the 

relationships of power experienced in varying ways. The artists address isolation and 

alienation; societal bias around gender and race; transformation of being; the politics 

of borders and migration; dark markets of trade; and communities who work outside of 

mainstream economy.

Excerpts have been edited for clarity.

***

KUMBIRAI: Tactics: Power and Play comes from a deconstruction of the 
exhibition title Power Play. It stemmed from me thinking about how power is 
asserted over our decisions and movements; what are the consequences and 
how can we think about control differently? In terms of playing, I feel like some 
people aren't given the position, or the space, or the time to be able to play. I 
feel like playing then becomes a part of trying to reclaim a form of power. And 
then the tactics: what are your strategies of reclaiming that power or claiming 
the space and time to do so? You might not have any at all.

ENORÊ: I'm Enorê. I work a lot with digital media, like 3D scanning and 3D 
modelling, but I also love computer programming and I'm a big mathematics 
nerd as well. When it comes to the theme of my work, and what I research, 
it's to do with trying to connect, or understand, my experiences [with] things 
that construct the subject; things that construct myself as a person... so it's 
like trying to understand how this subjectivity is constructed through a digital 
lens, or through a mathematical lens. That's basically where I'm at right now.

DANIELLE: I'm Danielle Brathwaite Shirley, I make digital archives. I see my 
animations, my games and my sound as a way of archiving black trans 
experience and my most recent work in this is blacktransarchive.com, which 
is also called We Are Here Because Of Those That Are Not. It's an archive 
designed to store black trans people because I see archives as constantly 
failing to store us and remember us.

tactics:
  power & play

Transcript and stills taken from Tactics: Power and Play, panel discussion with Danielle 
Brathwaite-Shirley, Kumbirai Makumbe, and Enorê Rodrigues as part of the exhibition 
POWERPLAY, at arebyte Gallery and National Gallery Zimbabwe in Bulawayo, 2020. 

Commissioned by arebyte Gallery and the National Gallery of Zimbabwe, with support 
from the British Council.

full video available on YouTube: https://youtu.be/TuFun7P-z2o

Transcribed and edited by Tara Benjamin-Morgan and Selali Fiamanya
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Originally it came from a big project about looking for black trans representation 
in history and finding none, or finding a very small amount and almost no 
first-hand accounts. At that point I thought the archive had really failed us; 
it's really failed to see us; has really failed to store us. So I decided that I 
wanted to create an archive, but not using the same means that archives 
have been using in the past. If I use the same means then we could easily 
be erased again, and I'm going to be using the same tools that erased us. So 
this idea [developed] of making something interactive—making this a kind of 
game—something where your choices mattered. Where you determine what 
you will see, and your identity determines what you can access. So working 
with 15 different black trans people we designed avatars and did workshops 
to think about what we wanted to store and how we could use, like, fiction and 
speculative fantasy to tell our stories, rather than it having to be something 
that we think cis people are expecting to see.

I had a lot of conversations about not having trauma in the work and not 
making it "trans tourism". because we 
got really worried that people would 
come to see the work expecting to 
play a trans person and to play a trans 
person's experience. And someone 
wrote about the work before they had 
seen it and pitched it as that—as a 
trans tour—without seeing the work, 
without talking to me or anything! That 
reaffirmed that what we're doing is 
really great because it's not that at all.

It's really important that people who have that mindset come to the work and 
get denied access, and cannot access certain things that we can't let them 
look at. They're not ready to see these things. They're not ready to appreciate 
the privilege and the greatness that comes with being around black trans 
people until they can support us. 

A big part of it was making sure that it worked online, and making sure that 
it was very accessible because another thing about archives that I found 
annoying is that there were loads—there's a big trans archive in America 
actually—that I can't go 
and visit because I can't 
pay £600 each way to 
fly to an archive, see 
what they have, and fly 
back. There's another 
one in New York which 
is an oral trans history 
archive in which people 
who are trans go and 
record themselves 
talking. The reason I 
wanted this archive to 
be online is that it can 
be accessed anywhere 
and used by anyone 
and it's not restrictive 
in terms of having to be involved in art, or having to be involved in a gallery 
space that you feel may not be one that's yours, or having to travel—you 
don't have to travel to see it, it's right there for you. It's so important that this 
could be accessed by those like me who did not see themselves represented 
before but could see themselves represented online in a format that they're 
not used to.

KUMBIRAI: It really feels like you're seeing a lack, and you're trying to 
fill that space. I feel like it doesn't necessarily have to be digital, but 
does end up having to be digital in a sense because of the way you're 
wanting it to be available for all. And you're wanting it to be in your 
control and be non-specific in terms of geography.

DANIELLE: Yeah, and I feel like a lot of trans identity or trans visibility is 
online and that's where we find a lot of information and ourselves—I 
found myself online—and so I'm hoping that someone searches the 
right thing for it to come up, and they can find this thing that says "hey, 
by the way, not only can you be represented here but you don't have 
to be represented in any of the ways that people tell you, and you don't 
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have to look and sound like or say any of the things that people tell you. You 
can write a story and that's good enough to represent you. And you should be 
allowed to have the opportunity to write that story."

KUMBIRAI: Enorê, I wanted to talk about the work that you did at the BBZ 
Alternative Grad Show because I know that programming was a part of it, but 
people maybe aren't aware.

ENORÊ: It was composed of a camera and multiple screens, but the camera 
was also a server that connected with all the different screens. So the camera 
would capture the environment—whatever or whoever got close to the 
camera—every minute or so, and then it would connect the image to each 
one of the screens and overlay the photo it took with the photo already on 
the screens, which was a photo of myself as a child. So it would be updated 
continually, and it was basically this kind of communication between the 
[screens and the] camera—which was a fresco—and everything else.

KUMBIRAI: What was the idea behind it in relation to the whole work?

ENORÊ: I was very interested in Christian frescos from the Renaissance and 
before... I was basically in love with... I forgot his name, but I was in love with 
him: some old white dude from Italy who painted frescos. I wanted to paint a 
fresco basically because I was thinking about those specific Christian images 
and the dissemination of those images, and how all of that contributed to 
the reinforcement of a certain type of power; a certain type of narrative. 
That's basically what drove the work: this idea playing with digital images and 
dissemination of digital images, but also having this link to the idea of the 
fresco and different types of image making.

KUMBIRAI: There seems to be a clear awareness of certain power dynamics 
with Danielle's archives and with your image production. To what extent does 
the idea of power really play into your practice?

ENORÊ: I try to, I would say, "reclaim" the power for myself. So for example 
with that work, I try to take power and use it as I want because I know that 
my type of narrative would [otherwise] not have been told like that. So I just 
want to feel like I have the power to do that by making the images I want; 
disseminating the images I want.

DANIELLE: That's an interesting one because I often don't feel powerful when I 
make these works; I don't feel, like, a sense of power. I feel like I want to build 
a community and I often fail. That's how I often feel. I want to see these things 
made and I need to see them, and because I'm interested in tech and it governs 
pretty much most of what I do in my life, I need to see ourselves represented 
within it. This is why I find Enorê's work really interesting: I see a power in that 

you write the code and for me that's like a foundational element of something 
which means that the bottom of it will be black and queer regardless of what's 
put on top. I find that that is where not necessarily "power" comes in, but the 
real kind of archiving comes, because if we made a black trans game, app, 
phone, whatever and from bottom to top it was made by black trans people, 
that really says something to me. I know that that means regardless of how 
many elements are destroyed, the foundation is still black and trans.

When I try and build a landscape, the first thing I do is set down an image of 
something that has to do with a person. So often, the ground is actually made 
of someone's skin or black hair and then I warp it until you don't recognize that, 
but that foundational element is still there. More and more in my practice, I'm 
trying to build this kind of foundational element of archiving, so essentially if 
you looked in the code, if you tried to rip the data, we'd still be there smiling at 
you, and that's where I feel the real power is. 
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over 
analyzing, beetle hiding  
in the green twigs poppy buds, theese is my terms: 
roots, bitter orange, mouldy soil smell, i bury the tendons behind my kneecaps 
khnow there will be noh grohth 
    you      are      not      a          part      of       me    ,       yet 
    i have never could distinguish,  & 
    under what category 
    do      you   call     me       healthy 
                              !? 

bodies i would rather:            This one; 
 b  eeeeee    tle             irreparable fickle beast 
 slyme toy             a  nd o v e r 
 tulle umb rell             tulle sh e ll  
 whisp ghohst             hea rt     i do not know  
 laaahvendr             fin grs piecing through 
 curta in              st ick y s l o p p y knots
 s od ium             wet noodles 

     where 
     do     you     think you are going 

shoes of nuts and leaves 
shoots of parsley 
i usually just fight at my own expense, 
seethe slips into my muscles &          i         cook        myself

Be eTLe BOdY
  JULieT JOHnSOn
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               Shimmer  
    like mirage, 
 Glisten  
   like wet,
     Glimmer
  like moonlight on a lake,      
   Glitter   
      like the sun on the horizon in the middle of the ocean,

A vast flickering surface as you look through the door into vast endless blue nothing.       

  Gold     on       water,            then             

     blue-green,    
     then                 and gold peak
    again,
         dark dip here

      peak,
    of a
   froth
  the
beneath
                the waves sounding

 the crush of                 in the ear
the crush
    beneath            the shimmer.

      Shine
     bright,             here
      back here
there,  there,
                 shining peak
            there
 Soft,
      beguiling,    shimmering surface,         a dip there.  
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surface aesthetics no.1 // ebun sodipo vessel 2 (to hold a digital file) // enorê
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Mummy had fallen asleep again. The TV was 
on a grown-up channel and Ama was getting 
bored of her colouring-in. She capped her pens 
and laid them to the side of her happy fish 
family, then looked up to check.

"Mummy...?" No response. Eyes closed, breathing 
deep. 

Ama stood up and darted past the couch into 
the kitchen: she had to act quickly. The cupboard 
above the kettle would remain out of reach for a 
few years yet, so she slid a hand behind the bin 
and pulled out the rickety stepladder, the one she 
stands on to stir the cake batter after Mummy's 
cracked the eggs in.

With the handle in reach, Ama pulled open the cupboard door. In 
front of her were boxes of tea and jars cough-ea. On the shelf 
above, glasses and mugs, and her pineapple-shaped juice 
cup. Higher still, and just out of reach, was what she needed 
so urgently. She stepped from the ladder to the counter top and 
grabbed hold. 

She remembered what Mummy had said the night before: Ama had asked 
if Mummy would be sad if she became a sailor when she grew up. She knew 
it would mean travelling the world for months—or even years—on end, and 
Mummy got sea-sick so couldn't come.

"I don't mind, lovely, I just want you to do what makes you happy."

The packet crinkled under her fingers and she loosened her grip. Now more 
than ever was a time for quiet. The packet was already open, thankfully. 
All that was needed was to untwist the top and pull out her prize: a gold 
medallion of a Hobnob. Now this was happiness indeed. 

She took a bite, but over the crunching that 
filled her ears, she heard another rustling 
from next door and her heart dropped. 

"Ama? Where have you gotten to?" Before 
she could fully hide the evidence, 

Mummy was standing in the 
doorway, her look of worry quickly 
becoming one of anger.

"Ei! So is it just 'come and take' 
now? Do we not feed you in this 
house? You better get down here 
immediately."

-

The biscuits were moved to another 
hiding place. Ama was reminded 

once again that stealing was wrong, 
and the sad look Mummy gave her put 

her off her colouring for the rest of the afternoon.

Sometime after dinner, once the vegetables had been cleared and Mummy 
was upstairs having a shower, Ama placed a hand in her pocket and pulled 
out the shard of biscuit she'd managed to hide in her panic. She brought the 
fluff-covered piece to her lips and popped it in. It felt different in her mouth: 
disappointingly soft and chewy. But then a familiar sweet oatiness flooded her 
tongue, and she couldn't help but smile. 

what's happening // juliet johnson

MedALLiOn
  SeLALi FiAMAnYA
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Slow undulating  
     sheen 
 
       in the distance   
  
 Brings 
     the taste 
       of the       image 
    onto tongue
   
the lick of it rolls down parched throat      

  you wish to plunge into the glimmer       sink your body into the  
 wet     rise, glistening like thousands      

              the  
              shimmer  
            is a  
             sign of life to come

vessel 3 (to hold a digital file) // enorê surface aesthetics no.2 // ebun sodipo
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 still from untitled (ii) // tara benjamin-morgan

Parts of me are growing outwards, probing at this thick lingering ocean; uncertain and left 
paralysed by this partial origin—

Allow me to touch these transgressive deformations that extend from the dark bed; entangle and 
implicate myself with each overgrowth and spillage—we exalt in and around each other's—

 and lose sight of the edge. 

     Water muddies the space between bodies—bodies 
not knowing bodies from water from bodies from matter.

Here I, you, they, creates prodigious forms of infections, plasmatic bodies. One great replication 
borderlines the hybrid. 

Don't tell me you weren't warned. Your own body told you. Your own body slid its gentle caress 
over the other and felt the vital difference long ago, but if you stay with something long enough 

it'll stop being seen.

That which comes from without and is within travels beyond in the infinitesimal spaces of your 
Salvation. What is left to you after that is not clear. There's a suppression of understanding: in 
an act of becoming I am perpetually failing to become fully realised.

Iron voices home into the ether as you tell me how we're destroying ourselves. The endless 
cyclical rattling throats into the abyss reflect back the light of my kind.

Do not decay and do not cease, but vanish into nothing. The movements of new mechanisms 
and nothing much more: the tell-tale rhythm of a thing built.

A Hunter.

By my own self I am only a copy.

Everywhere there are echoes. Dreams long forgotten and discarded in the way.

It was those moments, unconscious, that I cherished the most. The unremitting disaster of a 
God unheard. 

Ribs open.

If only you could say more.

UnTiTLed (ii)
  TARA BenJAMin-MORGAn
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A detour to 
continue the dance I

learned 
during the time 

where I was almost 
blind cornered 

in white fog 

Movements 
of lights on 

10,000 obstacles 
and I danced like a 

monster incarnated in a 
cyclops jumping in the 

mists 
single dilated retina 

Grips and turns 
perceptions 

improvisations 
complaints 

endless strings 
of life intuitions 

It wasn’t me sailing 
my feet 

my second pair of
eyes the spirits 

and the 
secret-mantra: face 

and dodge 
go ahead and 

dodge detour to 
continue

dAnCe i
 YHURi CRUz

blackphagy // yhuri cruz
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The horse is the rising 
a rock that rises in light wind 
their strength and their dance 
the mounting and dismantling 
the tide of stones 
the summoning 
the stones that fall from the sky the 
balance of burdens on the shoulders 
struggling, alert 
swinging highs and lows 

The horse within me 
the one listening within me 
the one that learns what is in 
being ground and grounded 
the arduous task of riding in marble 
fields to cry and to dance as one  
death and life as one  
I struggle over the heaviness 
and sediment, 
but laugh as river 
I catch myself laughing at the 
effort of the horse 
within me

i Ride in MARBLe FieLdS
      YHURi CRUz

pretusi no.2 // yhuri cruz
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 At first it is a tingling sensation at the edges of being
  gold dust in a sunbeam  
   gold dust in hand cupped water  
   thousands of in and out flickering.    

The sky brought down and far into the distance pushes the body through the aridity.  
The body recalls the taste of the image, the need for the image.   
           The image calls. Pulls.     

            A mirage.  
It may [not] be true, but that’s not what interests us.     

The body’s thirst is overwhelming. The body moves to its own needs.

       Your body is     in 
                    flux    
        on the sands

vessel 2 (to hold a digital file) // enorêsurface aesthetics no.3 // ebun sodipo
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MAY AndeRSOn

May Anderson writes poems for tax purposes.

LUA BARBOSA
www.luabarbosa.com // Instagram: @luabarbosa_visualidades

Lua Barbosa is a visual artist who works with painting, photography, and sculpture. Lua graduated with a 
bachelor's degree in painting from the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro in 2017, and has participated 
in more than 10 group shows; the most recent being the 16th Guarulho's National Salon of Contemporary 
Art. She has worked as a teacher's assistant at the School of Visual Arts of Parque Lage since 2018, and 
begins her MFA program at the School of the Museum of Fine Arts at Tufts University this autumn.

TARA BenJAMIn-MORGAn
www.alexanderbenjamin.co.uk // Instagram: @_alexanderbenjamin

Tara Benjamin-Morgan is the co-founder and designer of Whut? Zine. She was born in London in 1991 
and completed her Bachelors in Fine Art at Oxford University in 2013, and her Masters in Fine Art at 
Goldsmiths in 2020.

She struggles with the idea of visibility in the digital, and so her practice centres on how her more 
'traditional' artistic output (drawing, painting, sculpture and writing) might exist in the digital terrain. She 
subjects her works to digital processes which cause them to mutate and conceal the original. There is a 
partial loss of control and a questioning of authorship as these works evolve.

dAnIeLLe BRATHWAITe-SHIRLeY
www.daniellebrathwaiteshirley.com // Instagram: @ladydangfua

Danielle Brathwaite-Shirley is an artist working predominantly in digital media to communicate the expe-
riences of being a Black Trans person. Their practice focuses on recording the lives of Black Trans people, 
intertwining lived experience with fiction to imaginatively retell Trans stories. Spurred on by a desire to 
record the "History of Trans people both living and past" their work can often be seen as a Trans archive 
where Black Trans people are stored for the future.

 Glitter like       
      surface,     
    shimmer       like  

         on   
            a surface,  
shine  
  like   
       being on a                  surface,    
   glimmer     like        of the  
    surface. 

surface aesthetics no.4 // ebun sodipo

contribUtorS
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YHURI CRUz
www.yhuricruz.com // Instagram: @yhuricruz
 
Yhuri Cruz is a visual artist and writer, born in Olaria (a suburb of Rio de Janeiro), from an Afro-
Brazilian family. Yhuri Cruz's practices are based on text/poetry, visual experimentation, installations 
and performative propositions. His research dialogues with his family cosmogony (related to Umbanda 
religion), systems of power, institutional critique, relationships of oppression, repressed or unresolved 
social violence, healing and subjective emancipation. His most recent works tend to relate to monuments, 
staged fictions, performativity of words and archive.

enORÊ
www.someartwork.com // Instagram: @capirotices

Enorê is an artist from Rio de Janeiro currently based in London, where they have recently completed their 
MFA in Fine Arts at Goldsmiths. Their work revolves around the fluidity of digital media into physicality and 
back, the modes of translation and transcoding that arise from these dynamics and how that relates to 
ways in which the body itself mediates and processes information. They work in multiple media including, 
but not limited to, computer programming, 3D modelling, painting, ceramics and textile.

SeLALI FIAMAnYA
Instagram: @selfi.kweks // Twitter; @s_elfik

Selali likes to write stories about the extraordinary in the mundane. He is the co-founder and editor of 
Whut? Zine. 

HOLLY GRAHAM
www.hollygraham.co.uk // Instagram: @hollycagraham

Holly Graham is an artist working predominantly with print and audio. Much of her work looks at ways 
in which individual memory and narratives shape collective histories, and how memory fragments form 
and regroup to enable shifting understandings of identity. Bound up in this lies an interest in record-
ing-mechanisms, and concerns around a commitment to responsible story-telling and amplifying quiet 
histories. She has a BFA from Oxford University and an MA Printmaking from the Royal College of Art. 
Holly is Head of Artist Development at Turf Projects, Croydon, and is Co-Founder of Cypher BILLBOARD, 
London.

ReMI GRAVeS
Instagram: @shadebutter // Twitter: @remigraves

Remi Graves is a London based poet and drummer. A former Barbican Young Poet, Remi's work has been 
commissioned by St Paul's Cathedral, Visit England and BBC Radio 4. Past projects include a residency 
at Croydon Library with Spine Festival and Remi was Digital Poet in Residence with 1215.today and The 
Poetry School. Remi was a 2017 National Poetry Day Ambassador and has performed at Cheltenham 
Literature Festival, Tate Modern and more.

JULIeT JOHnSOn
www.julietjohnson.art // Instagram: @loftmoth

Juliet Johnson is a multidisciplinary artist, writer, and arts organizer from Los Angeles, CA, whose work 
creates idiosyncratic half-realities and ruminates on embodiment, the edges of language, goops of all 
kinds. Writing is a central structure, with other forms circling like planets. In addition to her/their artistic 
practice she regularly participates in collaborative, curatorial, and disability justice projects. She received 
a BFA from CSU Long Beach in 2017, and an MFA at Goldsmiths in 2020. Her work has been shown in Los 
Angeles, Palm Springs, New York, and London.

kUMBiRAi MAkUMBe 
www.kumbiraimkumbe.com // Instagram: @koombry

Kumbirai Makumbe currently takes form as a London based artist who believes in the transmutation of 
the intangible yet experiential. They are enticed by the materiality of digitally generated matter with their 
work residing at the intersection of art, technology, and the ethereal. They place significant effort into 
speculative explorations of alternative modes of being and thinking that could negate exclusionary acts 
and ideologies. Their work continually interrogates the multi-dimensionality of blackness, exclusionary 
acts, notions of inclusion, 'in-betweenness', 'caring' and transcendence. They are situation-dependent, 
transform & metamorphose to ceaselessly take on various forms and manoeuvre through a diverse 
range of spaces.

OLU niYi-AWOSUSi 
Instagram: @oluoluoxenfree // Twitter: @oluoluoxenfree

Olu Niyi-Awosusi lives in London and is often coding. They love bee and puppycat, lists, and the intricacies 
of the internet.

eBUn SOdIPO
www.ebunasodipo.com // Instagram: @epastry

Ebun Sodipo is an artist and writer making work for those who will come after: the black trans people 
of the future. Their interdisciplinary practice narrates the multiple ways they construct a black trans-
feminine self after slavery and colonialism, devising softer other-wise ways of imagining and speaking 
about the body, desire, history and the archive.

zHUAnXU XU
www.xuzhuanxu.com // zhuanxu.xu.20@ucl.ac.uk

Zhuanxu Xu (they/them) is a genderqueer activist, writer and artist. Their works are rooted in the 
investigation and reflection on the series of sociocultural phenomena, primarily concerning sex/gender/
sexuality-related matters and knowledge production. They are currently conducting PhD research that 
focuses on contemporary queer culture/activism in China [Positioning the Practices of Hedonistic Queer 
Negativity in China].
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